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Simberian Announces Agreement with Mentor Graphics and Releases
Simbeor™2007 Updated Features
Seattle, WA — Simberian, Inc., a developer of leading edge electromagnetic software for high-speed and highfrequency electronic design automation, announced today an agreement with Mentor Graphics to partner in the
OpenDoor™ program. This agreement enables closer engineering and marketing cooperation between the two
companies. Through this agreement, Simberian’s 3D full-wave field solver for multilayered circuits,
Simbeor™ can output electromagnetic models of transmission lines and via-holes directly to HyperLynx and Eldo
formats for accurate system level design of high-speed serial PCB and packaging interconnects.
Also announced by Simberian today, was the new release of Simbeor™ 2007 which included three new
feature updates: two-sided metal surface roughness analysis, models for trapezoidal strips, and the release of
a multi-user network licensing version of Simbeor™ software. Metal surface roughness can significantly
degrade signals in interconnects and Simbeor™ provides unique capabilities to model it.
Simbeor™ 2007 runs on any computer with Windows 2000/XP or compatible OS, single, dual-core or
quad-core processors, and a 3D video card. The annual license for Simbeor 2007 Level 1 software is $4,500 in
the US. To ensure customers’ success, Simberian offers free online webinars and training classes, technical
product support. Software updates are also included with the annual license of Simbeor™ 2007.

Company Information
Simberian, Inc. is a developer of leading edge electromagnetic software for the high-speed and high-frequency
electronic design automation. Simberians goal is to build advanced, easy to use, and affordable electromagnetic
solutions, while addressing the critical needs of the interconnect developers. Simberians mission is to help our
customers worldwide to push performance limits of high-speed PCBs and multilayed packages to shorten product
time to market achieving design objectives more cost effectively and efficiently. For more information, or to test
drive the full version of Simbeor™ 2007 contact Rick Yates, VP of Sales and Marketing, at 503-336-4890 email
rick.yates@simberian.com or visit the Simberian web site http://www.simberian.com.

